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Let G be a graph and s, t a pair of vertices of it. Linear time algorithms are formulated for 
finding orientations D of G such that D has a unique source s and sink t or D has unique vertices 
s and t of in and outdegree zero, respectively. The variation which requires D to be additionally 
acyclic is also considered. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the orientations 
are described. 
1. Introduction 
We consider undirected graphs G possibly with multiple edges, but no loops. 
Given G and a pair s, t of  distinct vertices of  it we show that G has an orientation 
D such that 
(i) D is acyclic with exactly one source s and sink t iff 
G+(s, t) is 2-connected. (1.1) 
(ii) D has exactly one source s and sink t i f f  
G + (s, t) is 2-edge connected (1.2) 
and 
neither s nor t are articulations of  it. (1.3) 
(iii) D has unique vertices s and t of  in and outdegree zero, respectively iff 
every vertex of  G ÷ (s, t) has degree ~ 2 (1.4) 
and 
if a leaf block B of  G + (s, t) contains s (or t) 
but not t (s), then B-s  (B - t )  has at least one cycle. (1.5) 
We describe algorithms for finding these orientations, which are applications of 
depth-first search (DFS). 
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Another method for constructing the acyclic orientation (i) above has been given 
by Adam [1] (cf. [2, problem 6.34]) and can be described as follows. Problem (i') 
is to order the vertices of a 2-connected graph G so that s is the first, t the last one 
and any other vertex is adjacent o both earlier and later vertices in the sequence. 
The problem of  finding orientation (i) is reducible to (i') by directing all edges from 
earlier to later vertices. Conversely, (i') reduces to (i) by topological sorting. The 
sequence of (i') can be obtained by finding a decomposit ion G= GI O ... U Gk, 
where G~ is a s-t path and Gi+ 1 is a path having exactly its endvertices in common 
with G 1U ... U G i. 
Problems (i)-(iii) are in Sections 2-4, respectively. Section 5 considers the varia- 
tion of  finding the same above orientations, except that the pair s, t is not fixed. 
The following describes the terminology. 
Let G be a graph, v, w distinct vertices and e an edge of it. G + (v, w) denotes the 
graph obtained by adding edge (v, w) to G. G-  v and G-  e result from the removal 
of  v and e, respectively. I f  v has degree at most one, then it is a leaf of G and if 
its degree is zero, v is isolated. 
Suppose now that G is connected. A vertex (edge) whose removal disconnects it
is an articulation (bridge) of  G. I f  G has at least two edges and no articulations 
(bridges), then it is 2-connected (2-edge connected). A block B is a maximal sub- 
graph of G with no articulations of  B. In addition, if B contains at most one articu- 
lation of  G, then it is a leaf block. The block articulation graph/3(G) is one whose 
vertices are the articulations and blocks of  G and having an edge between an articu- 
lation v and a block B iff v is in B and no other edges./3 is a tree whose leaves are 
the leaf blocks of  G. A DFS of G generates a special rooted spanning tree T of  G, 
called a DFS spanning tree. The edges of  T are the tree edges and the remaining the 
back ones. For each vertex v of  G, define lowpt(v) as the vertex nearest o the root 
of  T which can be reached from v by descending in T through zero or more tree 
edges and ascending by at most one back edge [4]. Denote by desc(v) the set of  
descendants of  v in T. In particular, v e desc(v). 
Finally, if a vertex of  a digraph D reaches (is reached from) all the others, then 
it is a source (sink) of D. The symbol (v--, w) denotes a directed edge from v to w 
in D. 
2. Acyelic single source and sink orientations 
Given a graph G and distinct vertices , t of  it, algorithm A finds an acyclic orien- 
tation of  G having s and t as unique source and sink, respectively. 
Algorithm A 
Step 1. Let G+(s,t)  be a graph satisfying (1.1) and Ta  DFS spanning tree of  it, 
rooted at s and containing edge (s, t). 
Step 2. Orientation of  tree edges: The process of  orientation of  tree edges is from 
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the root of  Tdown to its leaves. Direct (s, t) as (s ~ t). Let (v, w) be a tree edge, with 
v :gs the father of  w. Let p= lowpt(w) and q be the son of p in the path from p to 
w in T (Fig. 1). Then direct (v, w) so that 
(w-~v)  iff (p -~q)  (2.1) 
ipt (w) 
/ 
P 
~ s 
: Iowpt (w) 
Fig. 1. Directing tree edges. 
Step 3. Orientation o f  back edges: Let (p, v) be a back edge, with p an ancestor 
of  v in T. Let q be the son o fp  in the path from p to v in T (Fig. 2). Then direct 
(p, v) so that 
(p~v)  iff (p -~q) .  ~ (2.2) 
Lemma 1 is a characterization of DFS, while Lemmas 2 and 3 prove the validity 
of  the algorithm. 
Lemma 1. Let T be a DFS spanning tree o fan  undirected connected graph G. Then 
every path P o f  G contains a vertex p, such that all vertices of  P are descendants 
o f  p in  T. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then P contains a subset of  vertices Pl . . . . .  Pk with 
k> 1, such that Pi ¢fi desc(pj) for i 4:j and every vertex of  P is a descendant of  some 
Pi. But desc(P i )0  desc(p j )=0,  for i~ j .  This contradicts P being connected. [] 
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P ~p 
Fig. 2. Directing back edges. 
Lemma 2. Let G+(s , t )  be a graph satisfying (1.1) and D an orientation o f  it 
obtained by Algorithm A. Then D is acyclic with a unique source s and sink t. 
Proof .  We first show that D is acyclic. Let T be the DFS spanning tree used to con- 
struct D. Let C be a cycle of G. By Lemma 1, C contains a vertex p which is an 
ancestor of  all the vertices of  C in T. Let Vl and 02 be those adjacent o p in C. 
Take the path P between Vl and 02 in C which avoids p. By Lemma 1, again P con- 
tains a vertex r which is an ancestor of  all in P. Since re  desc(p) and considering 
q the son of p in the path from p to r in T we have vl, 02 @ desc(q). Applying (2.2), 
(p -~ Vl) iff (p -" q) and (p -~ v2) iff (p -" q). Hence (p -" vl) iff (p - "  v2) and C does 
not form a directed cycle in D. Next we show the unique source and sink. (1.1) im- 
plies that t is the only son of the root s. The algorithm starts by directing (s-" t). 
Then by (2.2), (s -" t) iff (s -" r), for every back edge (s, r). Therefore indegree(s) =0. 
Now, let z be a son of t in T. Clearly lowpt(z) =s  and by (2.1), ( s - ' t )  iff ( z - ' t ) .  
Because in every back edge (t, u) it follows u e desc(t), (2.2) asures (u -" t). There- 
fore outdegree(t)= 0. Take any vertex w--#s, t and let v be its father in T. Suppose 
(v, w) is directed as (w -" v). Let p = lowpt(w). Following (1.1), p :~ w. Let q be a son 
of p, such that wedesc(q) .  By (2.1), (p - 'q ) .  If  (w,p)  is an edge of G then (2.2) 
implies (p - "  w). Otherwise, w has a son h such that p = lowpt(h) and (h -" w) by 
(2.1). In both cases w has in and outdegree non zero. Similarly, if the direction is 
(v -" w). [] 
Lemma 3. I f  G + (s, t) does not satisfy (1.1) there is no acyclic orientation D o f  G 
having s and t as unique source and sink, respectively. 
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Proof. If  G+ (s , t )=  K 2 the lemma is true. Otherwise let B 1 be the block of  
G + (s, t) containing both s and t and consider an articulation v of G + (s, t) in BI. 
Let B2-~B 1 be a second block containing v, with w~v a vertex of  B 2. Suppose the 
orientation D could be found. Because s is a source, D has a path from s to w. This 
path contains v. Similarly, since t is a sink there is a directed path from w to v. Then 
D contains a cycle, a contradiction. [] 
3. General single source and sink orientations 
A DFS orientation of an undirected graph G is the digraph obtained by directing 
downwards, from father to son, the tree edges of  a DFS of G and upwards, from 
descendants to ancestors, the back ones. A reverse DFS orientation of G is con- 
structed by reversing the direction of  the edges of  the former. 
Given a graph G and distinct vertices , t of  it, Algorithm B finds an orientation 
of  G having a unique source s and sink t. 
Algorithm B 
Step 1. Let G + (s, t) be a graph satisfying (1.2) and (1.3). Denote its blocks by 
B 1 . . . . .  B,,,, with B 1 containing edge (s, t). 
Step 2. Orientation o f  Bj: Find an acyclic single source s and sink t orientation 
of  B 1 (Algorithm A). 
Step 3. Orientations o fB  2 . . . . .  Bin: For i=2  . . . . .  m find any DFS orientation of  
B i . [] 
See Fig. 3. 
Lemma 4. Let G + (s, t) be a graph satisfying (1.2) and (1.3), while D is an orienta- 
tion o f  it obtained by Algorithm B. Then s and t are the only source and sink oJ 
D, respectively. 
Proof. If  G + (s, t) has only one block apply Lemma 2. Otherwise denote by Dj the 
orientation of  each block Bj, 1 <_j<_m. Let v, w be two vertices of  Bi, i > 1, and z 
a common ancestor of  v and w in the DFS spanning tree used by the algorithm to 
obtain Dj. Since G + (s, t) is 2-edge connected, Bi is 2-connected and therefore there 
is a back edge (v', z ' )  from a descendant v' of  v to an ancestor z'  of  z. Then the path 
v-v'  followed by edge (v',z') and path z ' -w is a v-w path. Hence every D i, i>1 ,  is 
strongly connected, i.e. s is a source and t a sink of  D. In addition, because s and 
t are not articulations all edges incident to them belong to B~. Hence indegree(s) = 
outdegree(t) = 0, which prevents any v~s, t  to be another source or sink. [] 
Note that a DFS orientation of  a 2-edge connected graph provides another proof  
of  Robbin's  theorem [3]. 
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Fig. 3. An application of Algorithm 13. 
Lemma 5. I f  G + ( s, t ) does not satisfy (1.2) or (1.3), then no orientation o f G has 
a unique source s and s ink t. 
Proof .  Suppose (1.2) is not satisfied and (v, w) is a bridge of  G + (s, t). I f  (v, w) = 
(s, t), then G is disconnected and the lemrna holds. Otherwise let CI and C2 be two 
connected components of  G-  (v, w). Clearly, both s and t belong to the same com- 
ponent,  say q .  Then if (v, w) is directed from C 1 to (?2, t cannot be a sink and 
otherwise s is not a source. Suppose now (1.3) is not satisfied and s is an art iculat ion. 
Denote by BI,B2 two different blocks of  G + (s, t) containing s, with edge (s, t) in 
B 1 and let v--#s be a vertex of  B 2. Because t is a sink and s an art iculat ion, v would 
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reach s in the required or ientat ion.  Hence s is not the only source. Similarly, when 
t is an art iculat ion. [] 
4. Orientations with unique in and outdegree zero 
Let G be a (not necessarily connected) graph and s, t a pair of  distinct vertices of 
it. A lgor i thm C finds an or ientat ion of  G having s and t as unique vertices of  in 
and outdegree zero, respectively. 
Algorithm C 
Step 1. Let G+(s , t )  be a graph satisfying (1.4) and (1.5). Denote by C1 . . . . .  C n 
its connected components,  with edge (s, t) in C~. 
Step 2. Orientation o f  C~: Let B1 . . . . .  Bm be the blocks of  C1, with edge (s, t) in 
B~. Let fl be the block art iculat ion tree of  C 1, rooted at B~. Label as down all 
art iculat ions of  G + (s, t). However,  if t is one of  them re-label as up all those articu- 
lations which descend from t in ft. 
2.1. Orientation o f  Bl: F ind an acyclic single source s and sink t or ientat ion 
of  Bl (Algor i thm A). 
2.2. Orientation o fB  1 . . . . .  B,,: For  each i=2 . . . . .  m, follow. 
B i is not a lea fo f f l :  Let v be the father of  B i in fl and w any of  its sons. If 
v is labelled down, then define si = v and ti = w, otherwise set si = w and t i = V. 
Next, f ind an acyclic single source si and sink ti or ientat ion of  Bi (Algor i thm A). 
B i is a leaf o f  fl: The fol lowing subcases. 
B i does not contain s or t: Find any DFS or ientat ion of  B i. 
Bi contains t (or s): F ind a DFS or ientat ion (reverse or ientat ion) of 
B i -  t (B i - s )  rooted at some vertex belonging to a cycle of  B i - t  (B  i - s ) .  Then 
direct as entering t (leaving s) each edge incident to it in B i. 
Step 3. Orientation o f  C2 . . . . .  Cn: For  i = 2 . . . .  , n f ind any DFS or ientat ion of  Ci, 
rooted at some non-art iculat ion of  Ci. 
Lemma 6. Let G+ (s, t) be a graph satisfying (1.4) and (1.5), with D an orientation 
o f  it obtained by Algor ithm C. Then s and t are unique vertices o f  in and outdegree 
zero, respectively: 
Proof. The or ientat ion of  B 1 asures that all edges incident to s and t are proper ly  
directed. Suppose there are edges incident to s outside BI. Then s is an art iculat ion 
of  G + (s, t) and let block Bi be a son of  s in ft. If  B i is not a leaf of  fl, then s is a 
source in the acyclic source and sink or ientat ion of  it. I f  opposite,  the edges incident 
to s are directed as leaving s. Therefore indegree(s) =0. Similarly, outdegree(t)  = 0. 
Now, consider vertex v Cs, t. Suppose first v is an art iculat ion of  G + (s, t) and let 
blocks Bj ,B k be the father and an arbitrary son of  v in fl, respectively. If B k is not 
a leaf of  fl, then v is a source (sink) in the or ientat ion of  Bj i ff  it is a sink (source) 
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in the one of  B k. Otherwise, neither s nor t are in B k and there are two possibil it ies. 
I f  o is not a leaf of  B k, then the directions of  the tree edges of  its or ientat ion asures 
that indegree(o), outdegree(v)~e0. Otherwise applying (1.4) leads to the same result. 
F inal ly,  suppose v is not an art iculat ion and let B i be the block containing it. If  B i 
is not a leaf of  fl then the correctness follows from the acyclic single source and sink 
or ientat ion of  B i. Otherwise it fol lows from (1.4) or (1.5), according to whether or 
not s (or t) is in B~, respectively. The correctness of  the or ientat ions of  C2 . . . . .  Cn 
is a consequence of  (1.4). [] 
Lemma 7. I f  G + (s, t) does not satisfy (1.4) or (1.5), then there is no orientation oJ 
G having s and t as unique vertices o f  in and outdegree zero, respectively. 
Proof. Suppose (1.4) is not satisfied and let degree(o)< 2 in G + (s, t). If  v = s, then 
o is isolated in G, therefore t is not the only one with outdegree zero. Similarly when 
o = t. If o--/:s, t, then either its in or outdegree is zero, not acceptable. Suppose now 
(1.5) is not satisfied and G + (s, t) has a leaf block B containing s but not t, with B - s 
a tree. Edge (s, t) implies that s is an art iculat ion of  G + (s, t). Because B is a leaf 
block,  no vertex of B-s  is adjacent o outside B. If B-s  is just one vertex w, then 
(s--" w) implies outdegree(w)=0,  not acceptable. Similarly if B-s  is just an edge. 
Suppose B-s  has more than two vertices. Since all leaves w 1 . . . . .  w k of  B -s  must 
be adjacent o s, the edges of  B -s  incident to each w i ought to be directed from 
w i to B -  wi. Remove w I . . . . .  w k and apply the same argument o B-s -  w I . . . . .  w k. 
Repeating this operat ion eventually reduces the tree to one or two vertices, cases in 
which the lemma holds. Similarly, if s is replaced by t. 
5. Choosing s and t 
Let G be a graph with at least two vertices. We now find or ientat ions of  G for 
cases (i)-( i i i )  of  Section 1, except that the pair s, t is not given and instead ought 
to be chosen. Below are condit ions for these or ientat ions to exist. 
For  (i), adding at most one edge must turn G 2-connected. Therefore,  
G admits an acyclic single source and s ink orientation i f f  G is connected 
and has at most two leaf  blocks. 
In cases (ii) or (iii), whenever (1.2) or (1.4) can be met, then it is always possible 
to choose s, t that would also satisfy (1.3) or (1.5), respectively. Hence, 
G admits a single source and sink orientation i f f  G is connected and has 
a simple path containing all its bridges. 
and 
G admits an orientation with unique and distinct vertices o f  in and 
outdegree zero, respectively i f f  G has at most two leaves and no iso- 
lated vertices. 
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To construct the desired orientation find if possible a convenient pair s, t by the 
above conditions. Then apply the corresponding algorithm (A, B or C). 
6. Conclusions 
We have presented algorithms for finding orientations of an undirected graph, 
satisfying special constraints of reachability or vertex degrees. They employ DFS 
and require the computation of articulations, bridges, blocks and the lowpt func- 
tion. This can be efficiently done using [4]. It is not difficult to verify that all 
proposed algorithms have linear time complexities, including the extensions of 
Section 5. 
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